Associate Chiropractor
Longlevens Chiropractic & Sports Injury Clinic, Gloucester
Want to earn between £40 and £50k in the first year? Then more in the 2nd year? Want a job that
gives 24/7 support, PRT training and our very own bespoke mentored development program (if
required) that guarantees you will become an awesome Chiropractor? Want the best of both worlds
where you can have fun doing the job you love and get hugely rewarded for it in the process? Then
get in touch!
We are a bustling family run multidisciplinary clinic with a strong reputation for actually putting the
patient first. One of our team is sadly relocating and we need a new Chiropractor armed with only 2
things: a licence to practice and an exceptional attitude. It’s great if you were top of the class, but
what we really need is someone who loves working with PEOPLE. Simple.
When we find the right candidate they will immediately inherit a strong patient list ready to go on
day one, and benefit from a strong and supportive team in a modern clinic with massive build
potential and excellent links to the local community and allied health professionals. We have
developed a large and happy patient base; we don’t advertise as the majority of our new referrals
are through word of mouth, and as a clinic we average over 80 new patients a month.
As a very experienced team we have a broad collective range of Chiro skill: spinal, extremity,
diversified, sports, pregnancy, exercise rehab, diagnostic ultrasound... the list goes on. We also have
a digital Xray suite (don’t just study radiology for years and then never actually take an Xray!).
If you are all mouth and no trousers, then this is probably not the place for you. However, if you are
a ‘grafter’ prepared to throw yourself into Chiropractic in order to reap the personal and financial
rewards, then we want to hear from you - newly qualified or already in practice - all applications will
be considered.
Half day shadowing is available with our Chiro team anytime as a chance to get a feel for who we are
and what we do.
Immediate start available; self-employed; high earning potential.
Contact: Leah Rose leah@longlevenschiro.com 07786010078 https://www.longlevenschiro.com

